
 

Muse-NewsNOW! 
Summer Fête Smackdown! 
- Diana Dawkings, Ed in Chief 

Chaos at Museford's yearly Summer Fete this week 

as a resident who we have identified as Tim Garden 

trespassed on Karen Duppelbottom's Mayoral 

speech and attempted to interrupt her with 

information a deal with Company Company is 

allegedly trying to strike with Lord Hardcastle. Not 

content with that chaos, the event's organiser, Katya 

Kearney, then took event security into her own hands 

and struck Tim in the face before fleeing. In the face 

of all this chaos, this reporter asks, when will 

stability will return to Museford? 

Inside: “What went wrong for Katya Kearney?” 

(pg. 2)

Chancellor's Poopy Problem 
- Coriander Stern, educational analyst 
Sad words from Museford City University this week as 

the beloved Chancellor, Clio, has been forced to resign 

following the discovery of evidence that she defecated 

in the library. The Executive Assistant to the 

Chancellor, Samantha Collins (she/her) has 

strenuously objected to the accusation, and is 

appealing the decision to the Board. The Chancellor 

was not available to comment, but is reported to be 

devastated, recovering only with belly rubs and 

reassurances that she is, infact, a good girl.  

Inside: “Cats vs Dogs: the argument reframed” (pg. 

6) 

Company Company Secure the 

Swamp 
- Bill Bryan, Journalist   
The Company Company continued it's rapid 

expansion with two massive new expansions, the 

large convenience store TERPSICO and the 

Museford Cheese Marketing Board Stadium (now 

the Company Company Stadium). The CEO Cass 

O'Leary, stated in an interview that: 

"Games and sports will continue like they always 

have, just now with the investment and oversight 

Museford deserves." 

Latest Polls (Sponsored by Paul's Poles, All 

Poles, Except the North One!) 
- Steve Turl, political correspondent   
Current polls reveal Karen Duppelbottom has an 

edge over her competitors but not an insurmountable 

one, with Evangeline Chevalier hot on her heels, 

Mort a little behind her, and Chris Politick dragging 

his feet somewhat in last. But all experts agree, it's 

still anyone's game. Muse News reminds you all to 

get your votes in when polls open this week!  

Inside: “Tips on voting day” (pg. 9)
 

NOW! 


